Paws on the Path
Wolf | Required
HOME SCAVENGER HUNT Scouts will find the 6 Cub Scout Hike Essentials: (1) First Aid Kit, (2) Water
Bottle, (3) a working Flashlight, (4) Trail Food/ Mix, (5) Sun Block, (6) a Whistle PLUS (7) a Capri Sun/
juice box, (8) fruit snack, and (9) a NON-working flashlight. Tell what 6 they should being and why. They
can eat whatever they don't bring!
DISCUSSION Explain how having a buddy keeps scouts with the group and is helpful when a scout get
hurt
ROLE PLAY Have fun with your scout! Put on a heavy coat in the middle of the summer and ask them,
"should I wear this on our hike?" Put on gloves and ask them "should I wear this on our hike?" Get them
HOME SCAVENGER HUNT
to ask you "where are we going" and "when are we going". Leadership is about planning ahead and
scouts plan for what is, what will be, and what COULD be. BE PREPARED.
Scouts will find the 6 Cub Scout Hike Essentials: (1) First Aid Kit, (2) Water Bottle, (3) a working Flashlight, (4)
Trail Food/ Mix,
(5)https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-1Zlsxsk9s2Arx78DL3B0WM844kNtDUK/view?usp=sharing
Sun Block, (6) a Whistle PLUS (7) a Capri Sun/ juice box, (8) fruit snack, and (9) a NONLINK
working flashlight. Tell what 6 they should bring and why. They can eat whatever they don't bring!
OUTING IN SCOUTING Paws on the Path teaches scouts to be prepared, and in particular prepared for
hike. Whether your hike is 1-mile to your mailbox and back, to the front of the neighborhood and back, on
DISCUSSION
the trail at your favorite park, or hiking trails like Raven Cliff Falls Trail in the Chattahoochee National
Forest, any of these will complete the requirement.
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The Outdoor LINK
Code https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-1Zlsxsk9s2Arx78DL3B0WM844kNtDUK/view?usp=sharing
and Leave no Trace Principals can be read at this LINK
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